
 

. to kindle the public ,histrust that greets any star chamber 
proceeding. 

Public and press access,, to judicial proceedings helps 
assure judicial accountability. What  Justice  Brennan has 
said of gag orders applies here: “Indeed, the potential 
for arbitrary and excessive judicial utilization of any such 
pawer would be exacerbated by the fact that judges and 
committing magistrates might in some cases be deter- 
mining the propriety of publishing information  that re- 
flects on their competence, integrity, or general per- 
formance on the bench.” 

Unless closure. is restricted by the tightest rules, the 
practice will  grow. Defense counsel in cases drawing press 
attention will routinely ask  that the preliminziry hearing 
be closed. Wishing to protect a possible conviction from 
reversal, prosecutors will probably acquiesce. Judges, also 
worried about reversals, will be inclined to approve. The 
result could  well be that the press and public were rou- 
tinely barred from all  such hearings. Developments since 
New York’s highest court decided Gunnett lend sub- 
stance to this concern. 

More speculatively, the ultimate containment problem 
might be to prevent closure from being applied to trials. If 
widely  used at the preliminary stage, courts may eventually 
seek to circumvent the strong principles of Nebraska by 
using closure at  the  trial stage. That result seems unthink- 
able in light of the forceful opinion in Nebraska, but not 
every court in the land grants the  First Amendment the 
respect the Supreme Court showed in Nebraska. 

As for  the benefits promised by closure, they are  in- 
deed uncertain. Unless closure can assure a fair  trial with 
substantial ceoainty, it is too drastic a technique to be 
seriously considered. And that benefit seems far from 
clear. Cases drawing press attention are usually subject 
to considerable publicity before any hearing is held. More 
curiously, perhaps, the effectiveness of closure is under-‘ 
cut because the press, though barred, may still report the 
fact of, and the reason for,  the hearing. An example 
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best makes the point. A young man is accused DE hammer-, 
bludgeoning to death a young woman while she.slept in 
her parents’ home in a New York suburb. The’ judge 
closes a preliminary hearing held to determine the ad- 
missibility of some apparently damaging statements. The 
New York Times, barred  from the courtroom,  reports: ,

“At issue in the current hearings is whether  statements 
alleged  to have been made by [the defendant], statements 
that the judge said ‘could be characterized as confessions,’ 
will be allowed when the trial  starts  next week. There 
are reportedly four  separate instances in which *the de- 
fendant is alleged to have confessed to the killing. . . .” 
The contribution of closure to  fair  trial. interests is the 
difference between a report  like  that and one  that would 
have included the statements themselves. That hardly 
seems  sufficient to justify a remedy as  drastic as closure. 

Of course, even the techniques mentioned earlier that 
are harmless to First kmendment interests raise prob- 
lems of their own. An adjournment to-allow the impact 
of pretrial publicity to fade might  confiict with a defend- 
ant’s  right to a speedy trial. A change in trial location 
might work a hardship on the defendant and defendant’s 
family, counsel and witnesses. But these consequences 
are less certain and less weighty than  the  damage to 
First Amendment interests that will assuredly flow from 
a closure order. 

If the Supreme Court  approves  the closing of pretrial 
hearings by standards less demanding than it requires for 
gag orders, i t ,  will be departing substantially from the 
importance it placed on First Amendment values in Ne- 
braska. If it  treats closure as  it treated gag orders  it 
will remain loyal to the view that  there  is no insoluble 
conflict  between the values of a fair  trial  and a free press. 
The Court  has found this view persuasive in the past and 
there is nothing new to change its mind. But the Court 
left the issue open and now has agreed to decide it. 
Until  it does there  is an edge of unsettling uncertainty, 
for the stakes are high. - , .  
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CHIIISTOPHER HITCHENS 

When Carter won election, the Cypriots proclaimed a 
national holiday. They  were exulting chiefly at the de- 
patture of Henry Kissinger, who had conspired against 
them, first  wit,h the Greek colonels and then, as they 
saw lit, with the Turkish invaders. when I last saw Arch- 
,bishop “akarios, shortly tkfore hlis death last fall, he 
had a - large Jimmy Carter personal medallion in pride 
of place on his desk. Now, in Nicosia and in Abhens, 

m the antidmerican forces can once again say “I told you 

Christopher  Hitchens, who reports on foreign &airs for The 
New Statesman in “London, has recently returned from the 
Eastern Mediterranean. 
so.” Carter’s decision to press for the end of the arms 
emlbargo, and administration pupport for the Turkish 
settlement proposals, have tanceled  the painful revival 
of trust on the Greek-speaking side of ,the argument. , 

Meanwhile, flushed with their temerity  in refusing 
earlier to comply  with discouraging advice from Wash- 
ington, the Turks are now angry with Carter for not 
actling  more decisively  in their favor. Kissinger’s inter- 
vention in ,the eastern Mediterranean in 1974 brought off 
the amazing triple feat of alienating Athens, Ankara  and 
Nicosia all at the same time. The aftermath of that .inter- 
vention dilsplays  the same features. And since it was 
Cyprus that paid the price for the overdue colhpse of 
the Greek junta,  Cyprus’that paid for the apparent’-vindi- 
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cario.lc of .Turkish claims,  Cyprus  !that  still  pays for Greek- 
Turkish  riyalry  over  oil  and  minerals in the  Aegean  Sea, 
Cyprus seems the best  place  .to start. 

Not long ago, a visting  American  Congressman was 
tucned back by Turkish  soldiers  when he attempted to 
cr9s the  “‘Attila line” (the name  given by the Turks to 
their miliiary border  in Cyprus in a stunni,ng k a t  of bad 

 public relations). What  angered the Congressman was 
‘ not  so much the peremptory  treatment .as the fact that 
the  weapons  lb&ng brandished  at him were  American. 

- 
Oliphanr, The Washingcon Sur 

Cypriots hear and retell  this story with  no little \glee 
and ,Schadenfreude. They  think that, ever since  Dean 
Acheson made his famous proposal that the lbbulk of the 
island  !be unified  with Greece, the Turks lbeing given a 
canton and miiitary base in the nurth -to keep @m 
quiet,  America has wanted Cyprus partitioned and at- 
tached to the countries of the mainland. They bow (we 
all know now) that the CIA overruled many  within the 
State Department who warned against supporting the 
moribund Athens junta ‘ i n  1974 when it attempted to 
annex the island. They  also how that, after the failure 
d that scheme, the United  States  changed  sides at the 
Vienna Conference and %eased to oppose  a Turkiih 
counterstroke. (The story is best  told by Lawrence Stern 
in The Wrong Horse, Times  Books.) That “peace-keep- 
ing” operation, as it was  called by the Turks, l$led thou- 
sands of Cypriots, made  one-third d ,them into refugees, 
and  ,took  away the most fertile and prosperous 40 per- 
cent of their  country. The persistence of this fait accompli 
is  the  key to what is known as the  “Southern Flank” 
problem of NATO. 

A version of the Acheson  plan  has  indeed  been con- 
summated: Cyprus is partitioned. But whereas  Makarios, 
backed  by a huge majority of Cypriots, refused to sur- 
render  the  island’s  sovereignty,  the Turks today are in 
de facto possession of the bulk d it. This mutated ver- 
sion of the  Acheson  solution is causing no end of trouble 
for a  simple  reason:  there are many more Greeks than 
Turks on Cyprus (the proportions are roughly 82 to 18 
percent). And the Republic of Cyprus, instead of being 
a pliant  appendage of Athens, has an  independent gov- 
ernment  still  recognized  by the international community. 

The Turkish case  is  based  solely on  the security of 
Turkish  CypFiot  citizens  (although  fihere are Tu,rkish 
generals  and  politicians ‘who say that the entire iland 
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belonp to  Turkey by right lrom Ottoman days). That 
secunty, they say  with  some  justification, was a low 
priority in Cyprus after independence in 1960. Yet a stay 
in  their  miGtary protectorate in the North reinforces the 
impression that the grievances d Turkish Cypriots  have 
ibeen  used  as a  cover for an entirely different  policy. A 
visit to the  “Museum of Barbarism,”  which  commemo- 
rates the vile  things done by Greek Fascists in bhe 19609, 
is obligatooiy and salutary.  But not dl rnmdered Turks 
are remevkred. There is no allusion to the killing ok 
Hikmet  .and Gurkan, the editors of a magazine that ad- 
vocated  intercommunal  solidarity,  who  were  slain  when 
their paper threatened  to  expose  Turkish  extremist vio- 
lence. Nor is there any  mention of Dervish Kavmglu, a 
leftist union leader shot down for advocating  bi-commu- 
nal  trade  unions.  These  things  took  place  under  the same 
Turkish Cypriot leadership  as now prevails. At least their 
Greek equivalents are in jail. 

Then, as one  travels around the North (it wm my fifth 
visit  since  parbition),  $here are even  more  depressing 
signs. The buge  army  presence prevents free movement 
off the  main roads, but i t  cannot silence ,the Turkish 
Cypriot  press. For some  time,  1,argely  unnoticed by the 
outside  world, dements a4 this press have lbeen protesting 
against the settlement of colonists Prom mainland Turkey. 
Dr. Fazil Kuchuk, a former Vice President of the island 
and  one o€ the  leaders of the Turkish Cypriot commu- 
nity,  wrote id his  paper on May 25 that  the  island was 
being  turned “from paradise into hell” by  this process, 
which  may  involve as many as 40,000 settlers in a popu- 
lation o€ 120,000 (who  also have the 15,000-man Turkish 
garrison to support). Ohher opposition  figures, like Dr. 
Berberoglu of the Republican Turkish Party, have tald 
me that the distribultion d expropriated Greek property 
is  being  handled  in  a corrupt and authoritarian manner, 
to  #benefit the imported supporters of the government and 
stifle Cypriot self-expression. This is to say  nothing of 
athe many Turkish Cypriots  who  have  emigrated, and of 
the many  more who have  moved to Turkey rather than 
face the intimidation of the “Gray Wolf’’ Fascist  youth 
movement, based on a  mainland party which  engages in 
armed  struggle on the Right and was until  recently  a 
member of ihe coalition  government. And there are the 
thousands of Greeks who did not flee their villages  after 
the  invasion, but who  have abeen gradually bullied into 
crossing the lborder with vhatever Ithey can  carry.  Law- 
rence  Durrell‘s  old  village d Bellapaix, once predom- 
.inantly Greek, has now been emptied by a  “salami tactic” 
of hntimidation and eviotion. Turkish officers ruse it as 
a weekend retreat. 

One  stresses  these  points  because it is &,ten  said, or 
implied, that thg Cyprus problem is one of incompatible 
communities, and that the islanders have in effect brought 
the  present disaster un #themselves. This vkw, which has 
the  merit of blaming  the  victims of the aggression  they 
suffer  ignores the way in which B,ritish, Turkish and 
Greek Governments  have used factionalism to suit  their 
puqoses; By any standard, intercommunal  relations in 
Cyprus were  actually idproving in the early 1970s. The 
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Greek Putsch and the Turkish invasion shattered the 
picture, but even after , b o t h  those $wo traumas one could 
see Tmkish villagers  crying and scooping up handfuls of 

 - earth as ‘they ,were loaded onto trucks and taken to the 
Norbh, leaving sthe keys of their houses with their Greek 
neighbors. Cypriots of -both nationalities have learned 
the hard sway that the differences  !between them are as 
nothi,ng compared .to their  common  differences  with their 
cynical  “mobherland.” 

Bulent Fxevit,  who  was Prime Minister of Turkey at 
the b e  of the 1974 invasion and is now back in office 
af.ter a  ,period of isolation, finds  himself in  an almost 
classic socialdemocratic dilemma. The Islamic and d i -  
tary  right-wing forces in Turkey do not l i e  him d all, 
but he ltemporarily drew some Olf their teeth  by moving 
,troops into Cyprus. He is now the only man who can 
begin to make mncessicms, but if lhe does so he risks 
even more rightist  violence and noncooperation than he 
has to bear already. He has appointed Prof. Mumtaz Soy- 
sal, a  well-known radical and a political prisoner under 
the previous  regime, as his personal envoy in the Cyprus 
negotiLatims. But even that  has .been ,too much for some 
of his coalition partners and not enough for #the Greeks. 
In a  sentence,  Turkish proposals tor the withdrawal from 
Greek territory offer no real concessions  except on terms 
that are wholly  unacceptable. Thus, the empty city of 
Fam-agusta W P  be opened to its previous thousands of 
inhabitants only if the city is left under Turkish admin- 
istration. 

- . . ” ”  .. I - - \  

The  idea  that  an island d the size and population of 
Cyprus should be expected to support two entirely  sepa- 
rate  state and military machines is an unh’appy one, es- 
pecially with the ethnic disparities involved  and the 
crude version of apartheid lately enforced. Consideration 
of past wrongs  will  dcnninate  discussion on both sides for 
a  time, but everyibody know8 that if Cyprus were not 
cursed by its  geography, and if it were not BO small, none 
of this would ever have h a p p e d .  As i t  is, Greek Cyp 
may be scheduled to go the same way as Kurdistan and 
Armenia (two minority  causes  which do not receive  very 
tender latiention in Turkey itself). 
STATE LAWS ANmD EQUAL ‘RIGHTS 

THE BOGUS FEAR 
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E it did, who would mourn? Greece caul$' prcbatly 
live  with it, though even the conservative Karahiai~lis ‘has 
his public to consider, and after @he  ,seven black years 
of dictatorship that public has a  very low opinion of 
American designs. Still, as one of Eurbpe’s dost seasoned 
conservative  crisis  managers, he might  ride the ’storm. 
The British Government has already washed ’its‘ hands 
of its treaty obligations to Cyprus, and seems ’ content 
to leave matters with Clark a i o r d ,  Carter’s “special 
envoy on the Cyprus  problem. NATO would relax, glad 
to be free of the  great (triangular screw-up that has dogged 
it since 1974. The Americans are only *interested in re- 
moving  ,the  conflict as a source 04 intra4NATO friotion 
and, of course, ,to prevent Cyprus rfrom developing into 
an island of radicalism (over the y e m  of negotiation 
lwith him the State Department took to calling Arch- 
bishop Makarios a  ‘%assocked Castrd’). The Russians, 
who have been exploiting Amerioa’s  difEculties  with 
Turkey, would resent a NATO solutim in Cyprus but 
would  be rrid of the long commitment to the Cyprus 
cause that prevents ‘their having an easy rapprmhement 
with Ankara. 

fuse to behave  as if their island were uninhabited. Sev- 
eral years  ago, when $aced  with apparently Byzantine 
intransigence from the Archbishop, George Ball banged 
the table and exclaimed “Goddamn k, your Beatitude’” 
remembering his protocol just in time. The Cypriots are , 

no more convenient now bhan they  were then, or than ’ 
Ithey were when Henry Kissinger refeved to Makarios 
as “too big a  man for so small an island.” This is d 
population which is at one and ,the same time part of 
developed European ~ $uIture and of *the aspiratiuns of 
the post-colmial world. Its traditions are generally  radi- 
cal, democratic land independent. To treat  it  as expend- 
able would no more bring real lpeace bebween Greece 
and Turkey than did su,pporting the Athens junta. At 
that time, if you  recall, Piraeus .hanbr was all-important 
for ‘the Sixth Fleet and NATO. NQW, apparently, it is 
as  nothing  compared to the vital strategic position of the 
Bosphorus. Those who originated this  crisis have yet to 
&ow any evidence that they have learned from their 
mistakes. El 

’ The problem is that Greek and Turkish Cypriots re- 
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OF ERA 

JAWE O’REILLY 

A person who signs her letter “Proud in Chicago” writes 
to tell me: “America is already an immoral,  socialistic 

complete the job, and by the way  they’ve already in- 
stalled  coed  bathrooms in New York. Tell your readers 
that.” She encloses a pamphlet which  lists the many 

Jane ?Reilly is a nationally syndicated newspaper columnist. 

-.  state. The  ,Equal Rights Amendment, if passed,  would 
I other things  she fears wouId  follow from the passage of 

“Proud” is confused. The Equal Rights Amendment 

Section 1: Equality of rights under  the law shall  not 
be denied 01- abridged  by  the  United States or by any 
State on account of sex. 

Section 2: The  Congress shall have  the power to 
enforce, by appropriate  legislation, the provisions of 
this  article. 

ERA. 

reads: 
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